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Established Local Accountability Systems (LAS) which allow districts and charter schools to voluntarily develop performance measures to locally evaluate the performance of their campuses.

### Domains
- District decision on number of domains included up to a maximum of 5

### Components
- Selected by district to align with local vision of success

### Weighting
- LAS overall weight with state accountability up to maximum of 50%

LAS plans may include fine arts as an area of focus if:

- The component adheres to LAS requirements.
  - Valid, reliable, auditable, and allows for differentiation
  - See LAS Manual for more information.
- The measure is rigorous and focused on student outcomes.

**Sample Components:**

- Enrollment in arts courses above graduation requirements for high school students.
- Successful participation in arts courses, disaggregated by student group.
For more information...

• Visit https://tea.texas.gov/LAS.aspx

• Contact the LAS Team at las@tea.texas.gov or (512) 463-9523